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Despite significant effort parallel and distributed systems available today are
still not fully utilized and exploited. Scheduling and load balancing techniques
remain crucial for implementing efficient parallel and distributed applications
and for making best use of existing parallel and distributed systems. The need
for such techniques intensifies with the foreseen advent of exa-scale computer sys-
tems with many core and accelerator architectures. Similarly, cloud computing
became a viable paradigm for some applications. Scheduling includes planning
and optimization of the resource allocation as well as coping with the dynamics
of the systems. These topics have been subject for research for many decades
but remain one of the core topics in parallel and distributed computing.

The scheduling techniques play a role either at the application level or at the
system level, and both scenarios are of interest for this topic area at the Euro-Par
conference series. At the application level, we consider the mapping of distributed
and parallel applications onto infrastructures and the development of dynamic
load balancing algorithms which are able to exploit particular characteristics
of the underlying system. At the system level, particular areas of interest were
the support of modern many-core architectures as well as virtual systems like
Cloud infrastructures. The optimization goals are getting more sophisticated
by including criteria beyond the common minimization of execution times and
increasing utilization.

Euro-Par has considered this topic for several years. This year’s iteration
gathered again many submissions and the selection process for this topic area
was highly competitive. All papers were reviewed by at least four independent
reviewers. Eventually, eight papers have been selected. These papers provide a
very good coverage of these different perspectives. In the following, you will find
contributions which focus on theoretical aspect and on practical implications.
Similarly, we can see scheduling on application and on system level; locally, clus-
tered, and distributed. We see the trend to include optimization goals like energy
efficiency. Constraints like network communication are taken into consideration.
Especially workflow scheduling has been tackled by two paper contributions.

We would like to thank all the reviewers, for their valuable time and effort,
who helped us in the selection process. At the same time, we would like to thank
all authors who helped to maintain Euro-Par as one of the premier scientific
conferences at which innovative scheduling concepts for parallel and distributed
systems are presented.
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